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To Ms Audrey Ann Reyes

We wanted to thank you and the reviewers for your time in reviewing our revised manuscript and thoughtful suggestions. Please find a point-by-point reply to reviewer’s comments. We feel our revised manuscript is improved because of the reviewers and the editor's comments and hope you find these changes acceptable for publishing.

With Kind Regards
Response to comments by Laura Sima

Dear Professor/ Dr. Laura Sima

We wanted to thank you for your time in reviewing our revised manuscript and the thoughtful suggestions that helps us to improve the quality of our manuscript. Please find a point-by-point reply to each of the comments.

With Kind Regards

Comment 1: We thank the authors for making significant improvements in the writing and layout of the article.

Response 1: Thank you very much

Comment2: Still find fault with the English grammar of the text. We recommend that the authors hire a native English speaker to edit this document prior to submission

Response2: The entire document was edited by professional English language editors.

Comment3: The following sentence in the abstract is unclear and should be revised (too repetitive use of sampling and not clear)

Response3: We did more clarification how the sampling was done.

Comment4: Recommend changing the sentence in the abstract and page four.

Response4: All the comments were accepted and corrected accordingly.